Aloha Saint Louis School Parents and Guardians,

This was a very enjoyable week for me as Head of School because we truly celebrated those who achieved academic success here at Saint Louis School. The Awards Assembly earlier in the week focused our attention on students who made both the Principal’s List and President’s List. In addition to the awards assembly, our Middle School students presented their work at our Science Fair in the Clarence T.C. Ching Learning and Technology Center on Thursday and Friday. In addition, our students took part in other authentic learning experiences on field trips and at contests. Please enjoy the pictures below giving you small glimpses of what occurred last week.

Memor et Fidells,

Dr. Glenn Medeiros
Saint Louis School
Head of School

Pictured along with his mother, this student achieved the highest grade point average at Saint Louis School last semester with a 4.5 GPA.
Experts in the field of science like this person came by to visit our Science Fair and provide great feedback to our students!

Even with air conditioning available, it can get a little warm in our dance studio with our dancers working hard to perfect their dance moves.
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Our math team takes a picture together before participating in another math competition.

Mr. Los Banos did a fantastic job of being our emcee at the awards assembly.
Here our middle school students stop by to wave shaka during P.E. class.

Teachers from other classrooms played a vital role in assessing the presentations at our Science Fair.
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Curiosity often awakens with students’ experiences outside the four walls of their classroom.

Authentic learning experiences like this one above help students to connect to their prior knowledge.
Take care and God bless!